■Entry Requirements
Choose your title from the following three themes and use pictures and text (letter format) to express
yourself.

1. A place I like in Akishima City
2. Water in Akishima City
3. Akishima City of the Future
Distribution of the special forms for submission and submission of artworks are at the following six locations:
Akishimaensis Center International Exchange and Culture Wing
Akishima City Municipal Library (Midori Branch, Showa Branch, Yamanokami Sub-Office, Tamagawa Kaikan
Temporary Reception Window)
Akishima City Office Social Education Department

All persons submitting art-letters will receive a bottle of Akishima Water as a present (one bottle for each
artwork).

■Who can submit an artwork?

To my friend

Anyone who loves Akishima City (one artwork per person).

■Rules
To Papa

Feel free to use your imagination in expressing yourself, as long as you follow the themes and use the
designated paper.
・Your art-letter can be in vertical or horizontal format and in color or black-and-white
・Create your art-letter as if you were writing to someone
(for example, a friend, your father or mother, or even yourself!)

NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS OF
ART-LETTERS (E-TEGAMI)!
Why not create an art-letter (e-tegami) with your
personal picture/text artwork about Akishima City,
a place we all love and address it to someone you
know!

Akishima Daisuki! I love Akishima!

・Joint creations of parents and children or of siblings are also OK!
(for example, with the child creating the picture and the parents writing the text).

The plan calls for the submitted artworks to be exhibited from June 22 to July 7, 2021 at the “Akishima
Daisuki! (I Love Akishima!) Art-Letter Exhibition” during the same period for holding the “Nippon No KIREI
(Clean Japan) Exhibition,” sponsored by the Akishimaensis Local Archive and featured in the Municipal
Gallery on the 1st floor of the Akishimaensis Center International Exchange and Culture Wing. We also plan
to feature the artworks on our website and other sites on the Internet.
Special Event Homepage: https://www.chuosenden.co.jp/kirei/
Please consult our homepage for an outline of the exhibition and events.
There is also an English-language link page.
Please be aware that, due to the possibility of spreading of infection with the COVID-19 virus, there may be
changes in schedule.

Submission Deadline: June 13, 2021 (Sunday)
Please submit your artwork and the Declaration of Consent in the clear plastic bag used to distribute the
paper for artworks.

